Moser Fruit Tree Sales Inc.
Trying to design that perfect orchard? Why not plant America’s finest fruit trees!

Matt Moser
Cell 269-921-6892 Toll Free 800-386-5600
Phone 269-468-4356
FAX 269-468-6510
5329 Defield Road, Coloma, Michigan 49038
www.MoserFruitTreeSales.com www.GraftingSystems.com

2019-2020 FastFruitTrees™ Pricelist
FastFruitTrees™ are exclusive to Moser Fruit Tree Sales, but are similar in many ways to other
nurseries greenhouse produced trees. We use a 6” round R-2 Jiffy Pot which will hold up for an
extended time in the greenhouse while we grow your tree, but can be planted directly into the
orchard where the pot will break down. No plastic muss or fuss. We can bud or graft FFTs at
almost anytime during the Spring thru Fall as long as we have the rootstock and proper
scionwood to work with. Ideally suited to smaller custom orders of cultivars / rootstock
combinations which are difficult to find in the regular nursery marketplace.
Commercial Grower Rates--- priced at quantity per variety / rootstock combination delivered, and NOT total trees.
Success and outcome can vary significantly based on scionwood quality and virus status, cultivar, and rootstock.
The amount of effort and care it takes to do smaller quantities of combinations is reflected in pricing.
Terms of Sale: Customers providing own scionwood MUST sign an agreement holding us harmless regarding
patent, licensing, or other cultivar restrictions, since it is illegal to propagate patented and otherwise restricted
varieties without proper licensing. See other terms of sale on reverse side.
Fall pickup--- trees may be picked up from the greenhouse in late August through early October and planted in the
orchard, allowing them to successfully acclimate in the orchard setting before winter sets in.
Spring pickup--- trees will be hardened off in the greenhouse and then likely transferred to cold storage for the
winter. They may be planted as soon as spring weather permits. There is extra cost for storage.

FALL PICKUP

SPRING PICKUP

Minimum 10 RATE per combo.

$ 21.50

$ 23.50

Minimum 25 RATE per combo.

$ 10.75

$ 11.75

Minimum 50 RATE per combo.

$ 8.75

$ 9.75

Minimum 100 RATE per combo.

$ 7.50

$ 8.50

Minimum 500 RATE per combo.

$ 7.00

$ 8.00

Variety Salvation is a flat-rate, non commercial propagation of an unknown, unidentified cultivar in order to
provide from 1-10 trees for the non-commercial customer. Customer supplies the scionwood. Typically 12 roots
will be budded or grafted with the goal of successfully propagating as many as possible. Success is highly
dependent on the quality of the scionwood provided, and we cannot guarantee the success. Flat rate per
cultivar/rootstock combo is $250.00.
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